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ABSTRACT
The recent advent of ‘Internet of Things’ (IOT) has increased the de-
mand for enabling AI-based edge computing. This has necessitated
the search for efficient implementations of neural networks in terms
of both computations and storage. Although extreme quantization
has proven to be a powerful tool to achieve significant compression
over full-precision networks, it can result in significant degrada-
tion in performance. In this work, we propose extremely quantized
hybrid network architectures with both binary and full-precision
sections to emulate the classification performance of full-precision
networks while ensuring significant energy efficiency and memory
compression. We explore several hybrid network architectures and
analyze the performance of the networks in terms of accuracy, en-
ergy efficiency and memory compression. We perform our analysis
on ResNet and VGG network architectures. Among the proposed
network architectures, we show that the hybrid networks with
full-precision residual connections emerge as the optimum by at-
taining accuracies close to full-precision networks while achieving
excellent memory compression, up to 21.8x in case of VGG-19. This
work demonstrates an effective way of hybridizing networks which
achieve performance close to full-precision networks while attain-
ing significant compression, furthering the feasibility of using such
networks for energy-efficient neural computing in IOT-based edge
devices.
KEYWORDS
Deep Learning, Residual networks, Binary networks, Quantization,
Energy efficiency, Memory compression
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1 INTRODUCTION
Deep Learning has emerged as the most instrumental cog in rev-
olutionizing the current drive of ubiquitous Artificial Intelligence
(AI), especially in domains of visual recognition and natural lan-
guage processing. Over the past decade, extensive research in deep
learning has enabled machines to go beyond image classification
[1–4] and natural language processing [5] to the extent of outper-
forming humans in games such as Atari [6] and Go [7]. Despite the
unprecedented success of deep neural networks, standard network
architectures prove to be intensive both in terms of memory and
computational resources and require expensive GPU-based plat-
forms for execution. However, with the advent of the modern age
of ‘Internet of Things’ and a proliferating need for enabling AI in
low-power edge devices, designing energy and memory-efficient
neural networks is quintessential. This has driven researchers to
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look at ways to reduce model complexity, while trying to meet the
algorithmic requirements, like accuracy and reliability.
One way to reduce model size is to modify the network archi-
tecture itself, such that it has fewer parameters. SqueezeNet [8]
employs a series of 1×1 convolutions to compress and expand fea-
turemaps as they pass through the neural network. Anothermethod
of compression is pruning which aims to reduce redundancies in
over-parameterized networks. Hence, researchers have investigated
several network pruning techniques, both during training [9, 10]
and inferencing [11, 12].
A different technique of model compression is reduced bit pre-
cision to represent weights and activations. Quantizing networks
achieves energy efficiency and memory compression compared
to full-precision networks. Several training algorithms have been
proposed to train such binary and ternary neural networks [13, 14].
Although these algorithms attain close to performance of a full-
precision network for smaller datasets such asMNIST andCIFAR-10,
scaling them to ImageNet is a challenge. As a solution, XNOR-Nets
(binary weights and activations) and BWNs (binary weights and
full-precision activations) [15] were proposed. They offer a different
scheme of binarization that uses a scaling factor per weight filter
bank and were able to scale to ImageNet, albeit, with a degradation
in accuracy compared to a full-precision network. Researchers have
also looked at a hybrid network structure combining BWNs and
XNOR-Nets [16], where activations are full precision for certain
layers and binary for others. However, despite such hybridization
techniques, the gulf between full precision networks and quan-
tized networks still remain considerably high, especially for deep
networks and larger datasets. In light of these shortcomings of
quantization algorithms, we propose hybrid network architectures
combining binary and full-precision sections to attain performance
close to full-precision networks while achieving significant energy
efficiency and memory compression. We explore several hybrid
networks which involve adding full-precision residual connections,
and breaking the network into binary and full-precision sections,
both layer-wise and within a layer. We evaluate the performance
of the proposed networks on datasets such as CIFAR-100 and Ima-
geNet and explore the trade-offs between classification accuracy,
energy efficiency and memory compression. We compare the differ-
ent kinds of hybrid network architectures to identify the optimum
network which recover the performance degradation in extremely
quantized networks while achieving excellent compression. Our
approach provides an effective way of designing hybrid networks
which attain the classification performance close to full-precision
networks while achieving significant compression, thereby increas-
ing the feasibility of ubiquitous use of low-precision networks in
low-power edge devices.
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2 DESIGN METHODOLOGY FOR HYBRID
NETWORKS
We address the problem of performance degradation due to extreme
quantization by proposing hybrid network architectures constituted
by binary networks with full-precision elements in different forms.
Introducing full-precision elements could be in form of adding
full-precision residual layers or might involve splitting the neural
networks into binary and full-precision sections. A full-precision
layer here means both full-precision weights and activations unless
mentioned otherwise. We use the binarization scheme developed
in [15] as they have been demonstrated to scale to large datasets.
The binary convolution operation between inputs X and weights
W is approximated as:
X ∗W ≈ (siдn(X ) ∗ siдn(W )) ⊙ α (1)
Here, α is the L1-norm ofW . These binary convolutions are similar
to XNOR operations and hence these networks are called XNOR-
Nets. We define XNOR-Net as our baseline binary network archi-
tecture. As in [15], we have kept the first and final layers of hybrid
networks full-precision. We apply our hybridization techniques
on the binary layers of XNOR-Net. The types of hybrid network
architectures explored are described below:
(1) Hybrid Networks with full-precision residual connec-
tions: This kind of hybrid networks are comprised of binary
networks along with a few full-precision residual connec-
tions. Residual connections are usually unity connections
which run parallel to the convolutional layers and are added
to the convolution output every few layers. Some of the resid-
ual connections might have weight filters to downsample
the input maps when the filter size changes. As these weight
layers are computationally less intensive, making them full-
precision promises improvement of classification accuracies
while still achieving a large compression compared to full-
precision networks. For networks that do not have residual
connections, we add a few full-precision connections to form
a hybrid network.
(2) SectionedHybridNetworks:We explore an alternative tech-
nique to hybridize networks with network sectioning. Sec-
tioning the network involves splitting the network into bi-
nary and full-precision sections. Sectioning can be of two
forms:
(a) Inter-layer sectioning: This type of sectioning involves
splitting the neural network with N layers into k binary
and N − k full-precision layers.
(b) Intra-layer sectioning: This type of sectioning involves
splitting each layer of the neural network into binary
and full-precision sections with a fraction p, which means
p/100% of the weight filters of each layer are full-precision.
In our analysis, we consider ResNet and VGG network architectures.
For ResNets, we also analyze all the proposed hybrid ResNet-based
networks for different network widths. However, as VGG-Nets are
inherently over-parameterized, we only explore the hybrid VGG
networks for one particular network width.
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Figure 1: Three configurations of hybrid network architec-
tures based on ResNet-20 (as an example), (a) Hybrid-Res A,
(b) Hybrid-Res B and (c) Hybrid-C. The proposed architec-
ture Hybrid-Res A is a ResNet where the residual convolu-
tional layers are full-precision (colored). Hybrid-Res B and
Hybrid-Res C are sectioned hybrid networks where we split
the ResNet into binary(uncolored) and full-precision (col-
ored) sections both inter-layer and intra-layer respectively.
2.1 Hybrid ResNets with full-precision residual
connections
We consider the network architecture ResNet-N (a ResNet with N
layers) which has N −1 convolutional and 1 fully-connected weight
layers. We propose a hybrid ResNet architecture constituted by a
XNOR ResNet along with full-precision residual connections. The
residual connections in ResNets are usually identity connections
except in cases where the connection needs to be downsampled
with 1 × 1 convolution kernels. The network proposed using full-
precision residual connections is described below:
Hybrid-Res A: This configuration is comprised of a binary
ResNet along with full-precision residual convolutional layers. Fig.
1 (a) shows this architecture where the full-precision downsampling
residual layers are shown in color.
2.2 Sectioned Hybrid ResNets
We also explore an alternative technique to hybridize by breaking
the neural networks into binary and full-precision sections. This
can be done in two ways, inter-layer and intra-layer. The networks
are described below:
(1) Hybrid-Res B: In this configuration, we perform inter-layer
sectioning where we section the ResNet into k binary layers
and N − k full precision layers. For example, in ResNet-20,
this sectioning can lead to 6 full-precision layers and 12
binary layers, as shown in Fig. 1 (b).
(2) Hybrid-Res C: In This configuration, we split each layer
of the ResNet into binary and full-precision sections with a
fraction p as defined earlier (shown in Fig. 1 (c)).
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Figure 2: (a) Hybrid-VGG A is based on VGG-N architec-
ture (as an example) with a few full-precision convolutional
residual connections. Its variant Hybrid-VGG A’ has the sec-
ond FC 4096 layer full-precision. (b)Hybrid-VGGBhas intra-
layer sectioning, i.e., partially full-precision weights in each
layer. (c) Hybrid-VGG C has inter-layer sectioning, i.e, split
the network into binary and full-precision sections. (d) VGG-
2bit is basic XNOR-Net structure where weights are 2-bit. FC
is fully connected.
2.3 Hybrid VGG Networks with full-precision
residual connections
We consider the network architecture VGG-N which has N − 3 con-
volutional kernel layers and 3 fully connected layers. We propose
a hybrid VGG network design by adding full-precision residual
connections to the standard VGG network. We extend that concept
of using full-precision residual connections to VGG networks. The
network is described below and depicted in Fig. 2 (a):
Hybrid-VGG A: In this network, we add residual connections
to the standard VGG-N architecture every two convolutional layers.
Each time the number of output maps changes, we include a full-
precision downsampling 1 × 1 convolutional layer in the residual
path, as shown in color in Fig. 2 (a). For ImageNet simulations,
we made the second fully connected layer of this configuration
full-precision. Let us call this network Hybrid-VGG A’.
2.4 Sectioned Hybrid VGG Networks
We explore sectioned hybridization techniques involving breaking
the VGG network into binary and full-precision sections. We con-
sider inter-layer and intra-layer sectioning. The descriptions of the
networks are listed below and depicted in Fig. 2 (b) and (c):
(1) Hybrid-VGG B: In this network, we consider intra-layer
sectioning where we make a fraction p of each convolutional
layer full-precision. The full-precision sections are shown in
color in Fig. 2 (b).
(2) Hybrid-VGG C: This network considers inter-layer section-
ing involving k full-precision layers and N −k binary layers.
For example, in VGG-19 architecture (Fig. 2 (c)), we can split
the binary section of the XNOR-Net into 15 binary convolu-
tional layers and 2 full-precision linear layers.
For VGG networks, we further compare the proposed hybrid net-
works with networks with increased widths and increased bit-
precision. These networks are based on the basic VGG XNOR-Net,
shown in Fig. 2 (d). The networks are described below:
(1) VGG-2bit: We increase the bit-precision of weights of the
quantized layers to 2-bit from 1-bit in case of XNOR-Nets
that we have explored thus far. The training algorithm for
any k-bit quantized network can be readily derived from
XNOR-Net [15] where the quantized levels are:
qk (x) = 2( ⌊(2
k−1)(x+1)/2⌋
2k−1 −
1
2 ) instead of the siдn function,
as in case of binary networks.
(2) VGG-Inflate: We increase the network width 2 times, i.e,
the number of filter banks in each convolutional layer is
doubled.
3 EXPERIMENTS, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Energy and Memory Calculations
We perform a storage and computation analysis to calculate the
energy efficiency and memory compression of the proposed net-
works. For any two networks A and B, the energy efficiency of
Network A with respect to Network B can be defined as: Energy
Efficiency (E.E) = (Energy consumed by Network A)/(Energy con-
sumed by Network B). Similarly, Memory compression of Network
A with respect to Network B can be defined as: Memory Compres-
sion (M.C) = (Storage required by Network A)/(Storage required by
Network B). E.E (FP) (M.C (FP)) is the energy efficiency (memory
compression) of a network with respect to the full-precision net-
work whereas E.E (XNOR) (M.C (XNOR)) is the energy efficiency
(memory compression) of the network with respect to the XNOR
network.
3.1.1 Energy Efficiency. We considered the energy consumed
by the computations (multiply-and-accumulate or MAC operations)
and memory accesses in our calculations for energy efficiency. We
do not take into account energy consumed due to data flow and
instruction flow in the architecture. For a convolutional layer, there
are I input channels andO output channels. Let the size of the input
be N ×N , size of the kernel be k×k and size of the output beM ×M .
Thus, in Table 1 we present the number of memory-accesses and
computations for standard full-precision networks:
Table 1: Operations in neural networks
Operation Number of Operations
Input Read N 2 × I
Weight Read k2 × I ×O
Computations (MAC) M2 × I × k2 ×O
Memory Write M2 ×O
The number of binary operations in the binary layers of the
hybrid networks is same as the number of full-precision operations
in the corresponding layers of the full-precision networks. Since
we use the XNOR-Net training algorithm for training the binary
weights in our work, we consider additional full-precision memory
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accesses and computations for parameter α , where α is the scaling
factor for each filter bank in a convolutional layer. Number of
accesses for α is equal to the number of output maps, O . Number
of full-precision computations areM2 ×O .
We calculated the energy consumption from projections for 10
nm CMOS technology [17]. Considering 32-bit representation as
full-precision, the energy consumption for both binary and 32-bit
memory accesses and computations are shown in Table. 2. The
Table 2: Energy Consumption chart
Operation Energy (pJ) Operation Energy (pJ)
32-bit Mem-
ory Access
80 Binary Mem-
ory Access
2.5
32-bit MAC 3.25 Binary MAC 0.1
energy numbers for binary memory accesses and MAC operations
are scaled down 32 times from the corresponding full-precision val-
ues. Let the number of full-precision (binary) memory accesses in
any layer beMEF P (MEBin ) and number of full-precision (binary)
computations in any layer be CF P (CBin ). Then, energy consumed
by any layer is given by E = MEF P × 80 +MEBin × 2.5 +CF P ×
3.25 +CBin × 0.1. For a binary layer,MEF P = O,CF P = M2O and
MEBin = (N 2I + k2I +M2O),CBin = M2Ik2O . For a full-precision
layer,MEF P = (N 2I + k2I +M2O),CF P = M2Ik2O . Note, this cal-
culation is a rather conservative estimate which does not take into
account other hardware architectural aspects such as input-sharing
or weight-sharing. However, our approach concerns with modifica-
tions of network architecture and we compare the ratios of energy
consumption. These aspects of the hardware architecture affect all
the networks equally and hence can be taken out of consideration.
3.1.2 Memory Compression. The memory required for any net-
work is given by product of the total number of weights in the
network multiplied by the precision of the weights. The number
of weights in each layer is given by Nw = I × O × k2. Thus, the
memory required by a full-precision layer is Nw × 32 bits and that
of a binary layer is Nw bits.
Note that the assumption for the energy and storage calculations
for binary layers hold for custom hardware capable of handling
fixed-point binary representations of data, thus leveraging the ben-
efits offered by quantized networks.
3.2 Image Classification Framework
We evaluated the performance of all the networks described in
this section in PyTorch. We explore hybridization of 2 network
architectures, namely, ResNet-20 and VGG-19 where the training
algorithm for the binarized layers has been adopted from ‘XNOR-
Net’ [15]. We perform image classification on the dataset CIFAR-100
[18]. The CIFAR-100 dataset has 50000 training images and 10000
testing images of size 32×32 for 100 classes. We report classification
performance using top-1 test accuracies for the datasets.
3.3 Drawbacks of XNOR-Nets
Firstly, we evaluate the performance of our baseline binary net-
works or XNOR-Nets for VGG-19 and ResNet-20. This analysis
will help us understand the drawbacks of using purely binary net-
works without any hybridization. Table. 3 lists the accuracy, energy
effiency and memory compression of XNOR-Nets:
Table 3: Comparison of XNOR VGG-19 and ResNet-20 on
CIFAR-100
Network Full-Precision
Accuracy (%)
XNOR-Net
Accuracy
(%)
E.E (FP) M.C (FP)
VGG-19 67.21 37.47 24.13 24.08
Resnet-20 65.81 50.2 18.67 17.26
We observe that VGG-19 and ResNet-20 have similar full-precision
accuracies, however, XNOR-Net VGG-19 suffers a significantly
higher degradation in accuracy compared to XNOR-Net ResNet-20
on CIFAR-100. Inflating the networks, i.e., making the networks
wider is a way to improve upon the degradation in accuracy suf-
fered by XNOR-Nets. As shown in Table. 4, inflating the networks
improves the accuracy of XNOR ResNet-20 close to full-precision
accuracy at the cost of memory compression, however, in case of
XNOR VGG-19, the improvement is not significant. To address this
degradation in accuracy, we propose hybrid network architectures
where we use a few full-precision layers in extremely quantized
networks to improve the performance of XNOR-Nets while still
achieving significant energy-efficiency and memory compression
with respect to full-precision networks.
Table 4: Impact of width on XNOR-Net on CIFAR-100
Full-precision accuracy: 65.81%
ResNet-20
Network Width Accuracy E.E (FP) E.E (XNOR) M.C (FP) M.C (XNOR)
1x (ResNet
XNOR-Net)
50.2 18.67 1 17.26 1
1.5x 57.86 10.09 0.54 9.1 0.52
2x 63.09 6.45 0.35 5.65 0.32
3x 66.67 3.196 0.17 2.8 0.16
VGG-19
1x (VGG XNOR-
Net)
37.47 24.13 1 24.08 1
2x 44.11 10.14 0.42 10.97 0.45
3.4 Hybrid ResNets
We compare the proposed hybrid ResNet architectures, namely
Hybrid-Res A, Hybrid-Res B and Hybrid-Res C. Hybrid-Res A is a
XNOR ResNet with full-precision residual connections. Hybrid-Res
B consists of 6 full-precision layers and 12 binary layers. Hybrid-Res
C has a full-precision fraction of p = 0.1 in each layer. These num-
bers are chosen to maintain reasonable compression with respect
to full-precision networks. We explore these network architectures
for varying network width. Table 5 lists the accuracy and other
metrics for both the hybrid networks and Fig. 3 (a) (and (b)) shows
the comparison plot of both XNOR and explored hybrid ResNet ar-
chitectures in terms of energy efficiency (and memory compression)
and accuracy.
We observe that the hybrid network with full-precision residual
connections, Hybrid-Res A, achieves superior tradeoff in terms of
accuracy, energy-efficiency and memory compression when hy-
bridizing ResNets compared to sectioned hybrid networks such as
Hybrid-Res B and Hybrid-Res C. In fact, Fig. 3 shows that Hybrid-
Res A is even superior to just inflating the network width. The
results highlights the importance of full-precision residual connec-
tions during binarization.
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Figure 3: Comparison of different hybrid precision net-
works and XNOR networks for Resnet-20 architecture in
terms of (a) energy-efficiency ((b)Memory compression) and
accuracy. The line defining the performance of Hybrid-Res
A lies above the lines of inflated networks and Hybrid-Res
B and C, thus indicating higher efficiency and compression
for iso-performance.
Table 5: Performance of hybrid ResNet-20 on CIFAR-100
Full-precision Accuracy - 65.81%
Hybrid-Res A (FP Residual)
Network
Width
Accuracy
(%)
E.E (FP) E.E (XNOR) M.C (FP) M.C
(XNOR)
1x 53.09 17.3 0.93 15.023 0.87
1.5x 61.35 9.19 0.49 7.72 0.44
2x 64.89 5.72 0.3 4.72 0.27
Hybrid-Res B (Sectioned Inter-layer)
Network
Width
Accuracy
(%)
E.E (FP) E.E (XNOR) M.C (FP) M.C
(XNOR)
1x 59.98 2.6 0.14 1.3 0.08
2x 67.14 0.7 0.04 0.33 0.02
Hybrid-Res C (Sectioned Intra-layer)
Network
Width
Accuracy
(%)
E.E (FP) E.E (XNOR) M.C (FP) M.C
(XNOR)
1x 53.05 7.96 0.43 6.95 0.4
2x 64.54 2.15 0.11 1.9 0.11
3.5 Hybrid VGG networks
Full-precision residual connections offer the optimal way of hy-
bridizing ResNets. We apply the same concept to hybridize VGG
networks where we propose a hybrid VGG network by adding full-
precision residual connections to a binary VGG network, namely,
Hybrid-VGG A. We also explored sectioned hybrid networks de-
scribed in Section 2.4, Hybrid-VGG B and Hybrid-VGG C to identify
the optimum hybrid VGG architecture. Note, Hybrid-VGG B has a
full-precision fraction of p = 0.1 in each layer. Hybrid-VGG C has
the linear layers full-precision and the rest binary. These numbers
are chosen to maintain reasonable compression with respect to
full-precision networks. Table. 6 compares the networks explored.
Fig. 4 (a) ( and (b)) shows the comparison of networks in terms
of accuracy and energy-efficiency (and memory-compression). We
observe that the hybrid VGG network with full-precision resid-
ual connections (Hybrid-VGG A) achieves the best accuracy while
achieving the highest compression and energy efficiency compared
to other hybrid networks. We show that Hybrid-VGG A can im-
proves the performance of a VGG XNOR baseline by 25 % while
achieving 19.5× the energy efficiency and 21.8× the memory com-
pression compared to a full-precision network. Sectioning the net-
work such that the final 3 fully connected layers are full-precision,
as in Hybrid-VGG C, do not match Hybrid-VGG A in terms of ac-
curacy despite losing significantly in efficiency and compression.
b)a)
Figure 4: Comparison of different hybrid networks for VGG-
19 architecture in terms of (a) energy-efficiency and (b)Mem-
ory compression v/s accuracy. The proposed Hybrid-VGG
A achieves the higher accuracy than other hybrid architec-
tures while achieving 19.53 × the energy efficiency and 21.78
×memory compression compared to a full-precision VGG.
Interestingly, Hybrid-VGG A performs better than Hybrid-VGG B,
despite the latter being an alternative network where full-precision
information is carried in parallel. To summarize, Hybrid-VGG A
emerge as the most optimum hybrid network which is also signifi-
cantly superior to VGG-2bit and inflated binarized VGG network.
These results further show that hybrid networks with full-precision
residual connections offer the best tradeoff for improving the per-
formance extremely quantized networks.
Table 6: Comparison of hybrid VGGnetworks on CIFAR-100
Full-precision Accuracy - 67.21%
Network Config-
uration
Accuracy
(%)
E.E (FP) E.E (XNOR) M.C (FP) M.C (XNOR)
VGG XNOR (BL) 37.47 24.13 1 24.08 1
Hybrid-VGG A
(residual)
62.11 19.53 0.81 21.78 0.9
Hybrid-VGG B
(Intra-layer)
46.63 9.28 0.39 12.4 0.51
Hybrid-VGG C
(Inter-layer)
52.99 2.66 0.11 1.92 0.08
VGG-2bit 43.9 13.81 0.57 13.8 0.57
VGG-Inflate (2x) 44.11 10.14 0.42 10.97 0.45
Table 7: Comparison of hybrid VGG networks on ImageNet
Full-precision Accuracy 67.69%
Network Config-
uration
Accuracy
(%)
E.E (FP) E.E (XNOR) M.C (FP) M.C (XNOR)
VGG XNOR (BL) 37.72 25.56 1 29.75 1
Hybrid-VGG A
(residual)
48.58 17.01 0.66 28.27 0.95
Hybrid-VGG C
(Linear fp)
57.89 6.085 0.24 1.15 0.04
Hybrid-VGG A’
(residual)
57.53 13.1 0.51 6.6 0.22
3.6 Scaling to ImageNet
The dataset ImageNet [19] is the most challenging dataset pertain-
ing to image classification tasks which is used by the competition
ImageNet Large-Scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) to
perform the experiments. This subset consists of 1.2 million training
images and 50000 validation images divided into 1000 categories.
We consider the network VGG-19 for our evaluation and compare
Hybrid-VGG A with the VGG-19 XNOR baseline and Hybrid-VGG
C. For further comparison, we use a variant of Hybrid-VGG A,
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described in Section 2.3, named Hybrid-VGG A’. Table. 7 lists the
accuracy, energy efficiency and memory compression for the ex-
plored networks. We observe that although Hybrid-VGG A does
not enhance the performance signficantly, using an additional full-
precision linear layer as in Hybrid-VGG A’ can increase the perfor-
mance of the XNOR-Net baseline by ∼ 20 % while still achieving
13.1 × the energy efficiency compared to full-precision networks.
Hybrid-VGG C matches the performance of Hybrid-VGG A’, how-
ever, at the cost of compression. The results show that the superi-
ority of hybrid networks with full-precision residual connections
over other hybrid networks hold true even for larger datasets.
3.7 Discussion
Hybrid networks with full-precision residual connections achieve
superior performance in comparison to other hybrid network ar-
chitectures that were explored in this work. Residual connections
offer a parallel path of carrying information from input to output.
The hybrid networks with full-precision residual connections ex-
ploit this characteristic to partially preserve information lost due
to quantization. Residual connections are also computationally sim-
ple and the number of weight layers in the residual path is small.
Due to this low overhead, using full-precision residual connections
in binary networks is a promising technique to match the perfor-
mance of full-precision networks while still achieving significant
compression and energy efficiency.
The humongous computing power and memory requirements
of deep networks stand in the way of ubiquitous use of AI for
performing on-chip analytics in low-power edge devices. Memory
compression along with the close match to state-of-art accuracies
offered by the hybrid extremely quantized networks go a long way
to address that challenge. The significant energy efficiency offered
by the compressed hybrid networks increases the viability of using
AI, powered by deep neural networks, in edge devices. With the
proliferation of connected devices in the IOT environment, AI-
enabled edge computing can reduce the communication overhead
of cloud computing and augment the functionalities of the devices
beyond primitive tasks such as sensing, transmission and reception
to in-situ processing.
4 CONCLUSION
Binary neural networks suffer from significant degradation in ac-
curacy for deep networks and larger datasets. In this work, we
propose extremely quantized hybrid networks with both binary
and full-precision sections to closely match full-precision networks
in terms of classification accuracy while still achieving significant
energy efficiency and memory compression. We explore several
hybrid network architecture such as binary networks with full-
precision residual connections and sectioned hybrid networks to
explore the tradeoffs between performance, energy efficiency and
memory compression. Our analysis on ResNets and VGG networks
on datasets such as CIFAR-100 and ImageNet show that the hybrid
networks with full-precision residual connections emerge as the
optimum in terms of accuracy, energy efficiency and memory com-
pression compared to other hybrid networks. This work sheds light
on effective ways of designing compressed neural network architec-
tures and potentially paves the way toward using energy-efficient
hybrid networks for AI-based on-chip analytics in low-power edge
devices with accuracy comparable to full-precision networks.
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